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RAMAN S'l'UDY OF' PARA-AZOXYDI.tu'HSOLE A'l' THE 
·• · PHASE TRAi'fSITIOI,iS~; 

_ _Nabil N. Arn_er, Y. R. Shen,.and H. Rosen 

~epartment of Physics, University of California 
and 

Inorganic r.raterials Research Division, 
La.WI"ence Radiation Laboratory, 
Berkeley, California 94720 

Raman scattering was. used to probe the phase transitions 

or the nematic liquid crystalline material, p-azoxydianisole. 
. .. : ... 

The intensities of several R~~an modes were sho~~ to change 

abruptly at the phase transitions, but_ no detectable frequency 

shift or any mode was obs~rved. Our results suggest that the 
·· ..... .. . . . . ~ . ..•.... 

Raman spectr1..l!l! of p-a~OX'Jdiar-,isole is only affected by short

range orderine;. Qualitative interpretation of the.resuits 

is given. · . .. . . . .. ...... ... . .. 
... :.· 
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Usine; Raman scat tcrine; t~chn:i.que, we have investic;ate.d the phase 

transitions of the n0matic liquid-crystalline substance p-azoxydianisole 
. . . ,. . . .. .. . . . .. .. . . . . . . . - .. . . .· . . . . .. . 

{PAA). Althoue;h Raru::tn spectra of this substance have previously 
... .. . .. 

been obtained,1 '
2 

no syst~matic investie;es.tion of the temperature;; dependence 

• .. of' the. Raman modes has ~een reported. . Furthermore~ to our kno•rlccige ~ 

no investie;a.tion of the lmr-frequenc;r Raman modes has ever been made. 

In this note, we would like to report the result? of our zneasurements 

of' the .temperature de;pendcnce of the Raman modes in two spectral · 
-1 . . -1 

em and 1225-1300 em • The intensities of these 

modes change sie;nificantly during the pha~e t:ransit.i~ms. Our results 

indicat:e that th~ Raman spectrum C?f PAA is affected mainly by short-ra.:1ge 

~i interactfon between neighboring molecules, and that Raman scattering, in 

•. z gen~ral, can be used to :probe the change of. short-range ordering 

during the phase transitions.-
. -C.: 

The.experimental setup was the same·as that described by Landon and 

· Por.to, 3 with a 40 ntw He-Ne laser as the excitine; source. 'l'he PAA sa.:nple 
\ 

was recrystallized thr~e times for purity. For better temperature 
. . 

.control, the sample cell was inserted in a copper block and then immersed 

in an oil bath. _The -sample temperature was monitored constantly, and 
. ' . 

temperature fluctuations were less than 0.035°C. 
. -1 -

A _sp'cctral_ rane;e of ± 1900 em about the laser line was inve'st:!.z;ated. 

There are around 30-strong Raman'lines (of the same order as the 992 ~m-1 

line of pure benzene) in that range. As the substance chanees phases 

trom solid to nematic and into i~otropic·l~quid, some of the lines 

disappear, but most or them decrease in intensity and beco~~ broad~r. .. 

' • I, 
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'l'hree of the lines, however) shov little cha.ne;e (< 10%) in their inte

grated intensities. In particular, the line at 1095 cm-l also sho1.,rs 

essentially no chans;c in·its linevidth. It was, therefore, chosen 

asthe internal calibration line in our intensity measurements. Generally 

speaking, the spectra of the-nematic phase resemble those of. the isotropic 

liq~id more than those of the solid. None of the observed Raman lines 

sho"' any detectable frequency shift in the phase transformation. For the 

high-:frequency Ra.>nan modes, our spectra have general resemblcnce to those 

obtained by others,1 ' 2 but the detailed structure is quite different, 

especially for nematic and liquid phases. The difference may be attribu

ted to the better quality of our spectra. 4 

'1\ro spectral regions sho1;r more significant changes under phase 

tr_ansformation (see Fi.g. 1). The first region from 1225 to 1300 cm-1 was 

first investigated by Freymann and Servant •1 They reported observing t\.;o 

lines at 1247 and 1276 cm-1 in the solid and nematic phases and that the 

line at 1247 cm-l disappeared in the liquid phase. Our spectrum for 

solid PAA in Fig. 1a; however~ indicates that the composite spectru.rn of 

_this region can be decomposed into four symmetric lines at 1246 ( ± 2), 

1252, 1261, and 1276 cm-1 with the respective intensity ratio of 

3.7:1:4.2:6.3. The strongest line is roughly 1/2 as strong as the 992 c:n-1 

line of benzene. As the temperature increases through the solid-nematic 

transition, the three lines at iower frequencies decrease sharply in 

intensity and merge into a singie broad peak. However, ass~ing that 

the lines are abrays symmetric, we can still decompose the spectru.rn into 

four lines at approximately the same frequencies as before. In Fig. 2a, 

we have plotted the normalized integrated intensity of the 1246 cm-l line 

(calibrated against the intensity of the 1095 cm-1 line) as a function of 
• • 
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temperature. 5 It is seen that the curve has the characteristic que.si 

dis.continui ty at the solid-nematic phase transition.· Hovrcver, no such 

discontinuity occurs at the nematic-isotorpic transition. The intee;rated 

intensity of the 1276 cm:-1 line rema~ns unchanged through the phase traud-

tions, but the line•ridth changes as shovn in Fie;. 2b. Again, the variation 

of thelinewidth with temperature has a quasi discontinuity at the 

solid-nematic transition. 

The lm-r-frequency region from 30-100 em -l is also of interest. 

-1 The spectru.'ll of solid PAA shOlrs three Raman modes at 40 (±2), 52, and 72 em 

located on the tail of the central scattering component, as show~ in 

Fig. 1. The intensity rat1o is 1:1.~:2.4 respectively, the 72 cm-l 

mode being 1/4 as intense as 
. . . -1 

the·1276 em mode. In transition from 

solid to the nematic phase, th~ 72 cm~1 mode vanishes completely, 

and the intensities of the modes -at 40 and 52 cm-l drop sharply w·ith 

their intensity ratio becoming ~:1. The latter two modes also 

disappear suddenly at the nematic-to-liquid transition. Whiie the 

intensities vary, the frequencies and the linewidths of the three 

modes remain unchanged. Figure 3 shows the variation of the normalized 

integrated intensities of the three modes with temperature. Here 

agairi, the curves' exhibit the characteristic discontinuities at the 

phase transitions. 

·' 
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To explain our results qualitatively, we can use the simple modE:l 
. 6 7 

sue;gested for fAA. , In the solid phase, the molecules 

CH3o-(c6H4)-N2o-(c6H4)-CH3o are all aligned and fixed in regular positions. 

TWo neighbvrine; molecules are half-overlapped, with the benzene rings 

facing each other and the CH
3
o groups in close contact vi th the N

2
0 

. 6 ,groups. In the nematic phase, the long axes of the molecules are still 

essent~ally aligned, but the molecules are no lone;er rigidly fixed 

in position and they can rotate more or less freely about their o~<n 

.long ~~s. 1 The rotation of the benzene-ring groups is presumably 

less hindex:ed because no permane!lt dipole moment is attached to the· 

benzene ring. Finally, in the liquid phase, disordering in the molecu-

lar ali_gnnient sets in~ 

As suggested by Freymann and Servant,1 the Raman lines around 
I 

1260 ~m-l should arise from ~he vibrational modes of the CH
3
0-(c

6
H4)-N20 

group. These modes are likely to be strongly affected by intermole~ul~.r 

.interaction when neighboring molecules are overlapping.in a 

··manner desc;ribed above for the solid phase. In the nematic phase, since 

the molecules can move and can rotate about their long axes, the 

probability of finding two neighboring molecules with this particular 

relative po:si tion and ·orientation is smaller than that of the solid p~ase. 

Consequently, the intensities of these modes drop sharply. That the 
.. 

mode frequencies remain unchanged sugges~ ~at here only the optical . . . . 

excited states are modified by the intermolecular interaction. ~ne 

• .. 
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sudden increase in the linewidth of the Rarrt.an modes at the phase 

transition indicates the onset of rotational freedom the molecules 

acquire in going to the neraatic phase .. 

The same raodel can be used to explain the observation of the 

low-frequency modes. 
. . . 8 

Unlike the soft lattice modes in ferroelectrics, 

these modes do not chanee in·frequency during the phase transition. 

They are most likely the· intermolecular modes arising from interaction 

betwee~ the CH30-(C6H4 )-N2~. groups of two rieighborine molecules-and should 

be affected primarily by short-range ordering. -1 The 72 em mode may 
.. 

dep~nd strongly, and the other two less _strongly, on the relative 

position and orientation of_the neighboring molecules. As a result, 

the lio and . .52 cm-l moq~s persist in the nematic phase although their 
.i 

intensities decrease. It is interesting to note from Fig. 3 that the 

modes vith higher frequencies shou more drastic changes at the solid-

nematic transition. This seems to suggest that the modes with higher 

frequencies have deeper but narrower intermolecular ~otential wells. 

These intermolecular modes do not have sidebands due to rotation or 

libration of individual molecules. Consequently, little change in 

their linewidths should be expected at the phase transition. 

\ .. 

• . 

• • 
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In an attempt to study the influence of magneti~ field on ordering 

in PAA, we applied a field of 4.0 kOe on the sample and varied the 

t7mperature. This field is strong enough to induce macroscopic 

alignment and, hence, saturation of the dielectric constant in PAA.9 

We .. have, ho\·rever, seen no effect of the field on the phase-tra.nsi tion 

temperatures of PAA. The Raman spectrwn, after calibrated against · 
. . 1 . . 

the '!095 em- line, also sho,red no field dependence at any temperature. 

The field is apparently not stro_ng enough to modify the short-range 

interaction between molecules. This is an agreement with the conclu-
( . 

sion dra'm by othe~s that in nematic substances, e. magnetic field has 

effect only on a macroscopic seal~ but not on local individual molecules. 10 

_We also observed.in our experiment abrupt broadening of the central 

Rayle_igh-t,ri.ng component at b'oth solid-to-nematic and nematic-to-liquid 

phase transitions. This is clear'ly due to the onset of rotation and 

libration of the molecules at the phase transitions. However, systematic 

·investication on this Rayleigh-wing scattering is yet to be performed. 

We have shown here that Raman scattering can be used to probe 

phase transitions and short-range ordering in liquid crystalline 

materials. Combination of Rarilan studies with other methods.of investi-

gation, such as m~, etc., may yield a better picture of intermolecular 

interaction in these materials~ We are·extending our study 'to the other 

members of the homologous series o·r the 4,4 '-bis (all:oxy) azoX'Jbenzenes. 

Preliminary re:::;ul ts indicate that, in general.> the temperature dcpcn1cnce 

of 'both the lou-frequency and the high-frequency Raman modes conforr:! 

with the results obtained from PAA. A full report of the investigation 

will be publish~d elSewhere • 

• 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

-1 Fig. 1 •. Raman spectra of PAA from 30 to 100 em and from 1225 to 

. 1300 cm-1 in the three phases. 

(a) Solid phase at T=ll3. 9°C 

· (b) Nematic phase at T=ll6 .8°C 

(c) Liquid phase at T=l34. 8 °C 

The slit vidth is 2 cm-1 

Fig. 2(a}. Normalized integrated intensity of the 1246 cm-l line as 

a function of temperature. 

(b). Variation of the linewidth of the 1276 cm-l Raman mode with 

temperature •. 

Fig. 3. Normalized integrated intensity of the low-frequency Rax::an 

modes as a function of temperature. 
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